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EXPERT ON CULTURAL MANAGEMENT AT THE GOETHE-INSTITUT 
SKOPJE 
 
Culture for change, a project funded by European Union, managed by European 
Union Office in Kosovo and implemented by Qendra Multimedia Prishtina and 
Goethe-Institut Skopje is looking for an Expert on cultural management and 
policy for the purpose of engagement in a research of mapping the cultural and 
artistic landscape in Kosovo, analysing the strengths, weaknesses, strategic 
possibilities and tactical steps for development, 19 years after the war and 10 
years after Kosovo’s independence.  

The expert’s job is planned to start from 10th October 2018 until 10th of June 2018 
(eight months). The expert will have to periodically travel to Kosovo (for 
interviews and data gathering). In regard to the expert’s mission, the Culture for 
change staff will arrange working visits to Kosovo, the interviews with the main 
stakeholders and the transport in times when the expert will travel throughout 
Kosovo. 
 
Main tasks and responsibilities: 
 

- Conduct in-depth interviews with main cultural stakeholders in Kosovo; 
- Analyse current cultural and artistic trends in Kosovo (institutional, 

organizational, central and local); 
- Compare and evaluate the cultural scene in Kosovo with the existing data 

of the cultural scene in the region (trends, events, employment, audience, 
cultural policy, independent scene, creative industries etc.);  

- Translate given capacities into a development cultural strategies and 
programs for the future; 

- Analyse the profile, structure, capacities, weaknesses and potentials of the 
public libraries in Kosovo; 

- Produce an in-depth research document that will serve as a strategic 
compass for the cultural and artistic scene vis-à-vis the future cultural 
perspectives of the country.  
 

Required qualifications, skills and experience: 
 

- Master or PhD degree in cultural management, social sciences or related 
fields; 

- Specialisation in cultural policy-making is an advantage; 
- Fluency in English. Knowledge of Albanian and/or Serbian is considered an 

asset; 
- Minimum 10 years experience in cultural management and cultural policy; 
- Excellent writing skills for academic and non-academic books;  
- Experience in the region (South East Europe) will be considered an asset; 
- Experience in drafting, developing and implementing/coordinating cultural 

policy and cultural strategies; 
 
 
Remuneration and working conditions are based on the local working conditions of 
the Goethe-Institut Skopje. Severely handicapped or equivalent applicants will be 
given preferential treatment if they have the same professional qualifications. 
 



 

 
Your contact person 
 
Please send your CV with references (recommendation letters) and copies of 
diplomas and certificates and two recommendation letters until latest 28 
September 2018 by email to tanja.krueger@goethe.de and arif@qendra.org.   
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